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Chapter 3: How Government Should Make Decisions
The early 1960s may have marked a historical high point for economists’ advisory
influence, as Michael Bernstein suggests.1 But the specific type of influence he describes,
which centers heavily on the Council of Economic Advisers and on macroeconomic policy
advice, would lessen after 1965. The Kennedy administration’s enthusiasm for academic
expertise would, however, bring economic reasoning to Washington through other
pathways as well, in ways that would have lasting, if unexpected, influence.
One intellectual community, the systems analysts, would bring a distinctively economic
perspective to the question of how government should make decisions. Originating at the
RAND Corporation after the war and becoming tied to academic economics in the 1950s,
under presidents Kennedy and Johnson systems analysts brought their PlanningProgramming-Budgeting System (PPBS) first to the Defense Department and then to the
rest of the executive branch. While PPBS was a failure on its own terms, the effort to
implement it spread an economic thought style and created organizational change that
would reproduce that style in distant new parts of the policymaking process.
Inventing Systems Analysis at RAND
Our magic way of looking at problems, or of economizing, is deceptively simple.
Stripped to its essentials, it consists in arraying alternatives, estimating the utilities
and costs of each, and choosing the alternative that yields the greatest excess of
utilities over costs. To a well-trained economist, this procedure seems so natural
and obvious—so common sensical—that he is likely to dismiss it as trivial. One of
the important things I have learned in twenty years of intimate contact with
noneconomists of all kinds—civil servants, engineers, scientists, and politicians—is
that it is not an obvious procedure to other people, and is therefore far from trivial.
- Charles Hitch (1960:2)
Systems analysis was born not in Washington or in academia but at the RAND Corporation,
a few blocks from the beach in sunny Santa Monica. An odd hybrid of laidback California
openness (a 1959 feature in Life noted, “Staff members like to lunch in the patios”) and
Cold War security (it also emphasized the “many of the rooms are barricaded against even
RAND employees who do not have the proper clearance”), RAND’s exotic place in the
popular imagination was captured in the 1964 movie “Dr. Strangelove”, in which the title
character—based in part on RAND analyst Herman Kahn—reports on a study of the
“doomsday machine” commissioned from the “Bland Corporation.”2
RAND was established by the Air Force in 1946 as a civilian organization that would
continue scientific research begun by the military during the war.3 Most of its original work
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Figure 1. The caption of this image, from the May 11, 1959 issue of Life magazine, reads:
“After-hours workers from RAND meet in home of Albert Wohlstetter (foreground), leader
of RAND’s general war studies. They are economists gathered to discuss study involving
economic recovery of U.S. after an all-out war.”
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focused on hardware (airborne vehicles, rockets, electronics, nuclear physics), but one of
RAND’s original five sections, “Evaluation of Military Worth,” tackled problems closer to
those of operations research, which had developed during the war as a rational,
quantitative approach to select the best among alternative paths to reach a particular goal.4
The Evaluation Section, as it quickly became known, began with similar questions: “to what
extent is it possible to have useful quantitative indices for a gadget, a tactic or a strategy, so
that one can compare it with available alternatives and guide decisions by analysis.”5 But
the questions it was tackling quickly broadened, and the organization began calling its
analytic approach systems analysis—short for “weapon systems analysis”. Like operations
research, systems analysis was both ill-defined and evolving. But while operations research
might ask, “What is the best that can be done, given the following equipment having the
following characteristics?”, systems analysis was more “future-oriented,” saying, “Here is
the mission that some weapon must accomplish: what kind of equipment, having what sort
of characteristics, would be best for the job?”6
The work of the Evaluation Section was initially conceived of as applied mathematics, and
led by the brilliant and charismatic mathematician, John Williams, who (among other
activities) had worked for the Applied Mathematics Panel of the National Defense Research
Committee during the war.7 Williams was interested in bringing social science to bear on
these problems as well, though, and the Evaluation Section was soon split into three
divisions: Mathematics, Social Science, and Economics.8
But while economists would soon become integral to systems analysis and to RAND, they
had not been central to the development of wartime operations research, and the
Economics Division did not play a leadership role in RAND’s first systems analysis.9
Instead, it was headed by Williams’ fellow Applied Mathematics Panel alumnus,
mathematician Edwin Paxson.10 Completed in 1950 after three years of work, the Strategic
Bombing Study sought to identify “the most efficient way for the United States to deliver
nuclear weapons to Soviet territory.”11 Massive in scope, its core recommendation was that
the U.S. should seek to saturate Soviet targets, and thus that its best strategy would be to
build a larger number of slow, inexpensive turboprop planes, rather than fewer expensive
jet bombers.12
Yet despite its technical sophistication, the Paxson study was rejected by the Air Force, and
many at RAND saw it as a failure for two major reasons. First, it sought to provide a single,
mathematically defensible answer to a complex and evolving strategic problem, but doing
this required making fixed and unrealistic assumptions about a one-strike campaign using
existing equipment. Second, it struggled with what RAND called the “criteria problem”: on
what criteria would the “best” solution be determined? The Strategic Bombing Study chose
to maximize damage inflicted per dollars spent, a criterion which ignored pilots’ lives
entirely. But the alternative criterion proposed—aircrews lost per damage inflicted—pilots
also disliked for callously quantifying the value of their lives.13
RAND had initially been somewhat complacent about its ability to handle these problems.
But, as political scientist Charles Lindblom reported after a visit, “[h]aving spent the
summer tearing my finger nails on the rhinoceros hide of the criteria problem,” it “is surely
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as tough as it is ever said to be at RAND and much tougher than could be inferred from the
relative ease with which it is disposed of in systems analysis.”14 Indeed, the early 1950s
saw an intense internal debate emerge over systems analysis in general, and the criteria
problem in particular.15
Finding a workable solution to this problem was what propelled the Economics
Department to a central position within RAND. As Charles Hitch, the department’s founder
and its leader until 1961, suggested, the problem with systems analysts was that they
needed to learn to think like economists:
If you post a military problem—say, the defense of the United States against
nuclear attack—to a group of physical scientists and to a group of
economists, my experience is that the two groups will set about solving it in
strikingly different manners. The physical scientists will start almost
immediately with the characteristics of the hardware systems alleged to be
available, and with the design of analytic models (e.g., of possible air battles)
to reflect and predict the empirical world. The economists, by contrast, will
usually begin by asking what we really want to do; what our national
objectives are; what broad alternative means there are to achieve them; what
test or criterion we can use to select the best or a good one in the light of
national objectives.16
Hitch and his colleagues proposed a three-part solution to the problems encountered by
the Strategic Bombing Study. The first involved looking for a handful of strategies robust to
a range of possible conditions, rather than seeking one optimal decision under a specific set
of constraints. The second was suboptimizing. A family trying simply to optimize its
spending was bound to fail: “We could not write down the family’s general utility function
because the family could not tell us what it was, and we could not conceivably derive it
from any other source.”17 But for the family’s upcoming trip to New York, the main
objective might be to minimize cost, subject to certain constraints, and here optimization
might succeed. Problems of military strategy must be broken down similarly.18
And the third, and most important, part of the solution was making cost-effectiveness the
ultimate criterion for comparing options. If the criterion of aircrews lost per damage
inflicted had felt callous to Air Force pilots, putting a dollar value on their lives seemed
even more so. But, argued the economists, only by making lives and equipment costs and
damage inflicted commensurable could one make a rational choice among alternative
decisions.19
RAND’s mathematicians and engineers recognized that economists had here a certain
comparative advantage. Mathematician Edward Quade later recalled his work on a systems
analysis conducted in 1951, just after the Paxson study, that also lacked an economist:
“When we briefed the study, the economists had a field day with me….The economics part
of the study that was presented was just naïve. We didn’t understand these things at all,
and they were able to catch us in errors, show us where we were wrong, and make us look
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ridiculous….It was after that that the economists began to get involved in systems
analysis.”20
Soon after, RAND produced its first systems analysis led and mostly staffed by the
Economics Department. The Strategic Air Bases Study advised the Air Force on where it
should locate the numerous bases it was expecting to build. While the Air Force was
originally interested in minimizing costs, the study pointed out that the least expensive
option—building a small number of large overseas bases—would leave the Air Force at
greater risk of being disabled entirely if the Soviets struck without warning. Using costeffectiveness as the decision criterion, it argued that basing the strike force in the U.S. and
placing refueling bases overseas would best balance costs, strike capacity, and vulnerability
to attack under a variety of conditions.21 Within RAND, the Air Bases Study, and the
economic approach it took, were seen as quite successful.22
The Economics Department’s workable solution to the challenges of systems analysis
helped make it the new intellectual center of RAND. In the process, it grew dramatically in
size. While it began as RAND’s smallest department in 1949, with fourteen staff members,
in the following decade it expanded to fifty, even as two entirely new departments (Cost
Analysis and Logistics) were spun off from it.23 Its staff was intellectually high-powered,
employing, among others, Armen Alchian, Harry Markowitz, Burton Klein, William H.
Meckling, Alain Enthoven, Richard Nelson, Thomas Schelling, Daniel Ellsberg, and Robert
Summers.24
And the department was tightly networked with the academic elite as well: its lengthy list
of consultants, who often spent time in residence, included luminaries like Kenneth Arrow,
Robert Dorfman, Carl Kaysen, Albert Hirschman, Tjalling Koopmans, Wassily Leontief, Paul
Samuelson, Theodore Schultz, Herbert Simon, and Robert Solow.25 Indeed, RAND in this era
was a place “to see and be seen,” in Simon’s words, and by the early 1960s, the department
“viewed itself, rightly or wrongly, as the leader” at RAND.26 Hitch, who oversaw this
growth, later recalled, “No one foresaw just how important the economists and social
scientists would be….If they had, they might not have let us in.”27
As some of RAND’s economists came to see themselves as having solved the major
problems with systems analysis, they developed ambitions to make the techniques behind
it applicable to a broader range of problems. Systems analysis had been developed for
military purposes, but as RAND economist Roland McKean noted, it was “closely related”
not only to operations research but also cost-benefit analysis, which had developed
primarily to make decisions about water resource projects, like the building of dams:
[A]ll such research provides assistance, much of it quantitative, in handling
some problem of choice….[I]n all such research an attempt is made to trace
out significant consequences of alternative policies that might be chosen.
Operations research sometimes compares the consequences of adopting
alternative policies in a business firm; systems analysis sometimes compares
the implications of developing alternative weapons systems; cost-benefit
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analysis compares the consequences of choosing alternative sets of waterresource projects.28
Cost-benefit analysis had been developed mostly by engineers and bureaucrats, but in the
1950s it, too, was becoming linked to the discipline of economics, and RAND, drawing on an
unrestricted grant from the Ford Foundation, began doing a little work of its own on water
resources. McKean argued against the criterion that most water resource policy was using,
the benefit-cost ratio. Instead, he argued, drawing on his systems analysis experience,
projects should maximize the net present value of benefits.29 In 1958 he published
Efficiency in Government through Systems Analysis: With Emphasis on Water Resource
Development, which was later called “a sort of Bible for cost-effectiveness calculators.”30
As Hitch later noted, “water is a good subject matter for such studies, because there’s a lot
of money involved and a lot of things you can measure.”31 But for McKean, and for RAND
more generally, “water” came on the right side of the colon: it was interesting primarily as a
place to apply systems analysis. And McKean’s interest in applying systems analysis did not
end with water. By the late 1950s he was collaborating with his Economics Department
colleague Joseph Kershaw to explore the extension of systems analysis to the topic of
education, where, unlike water resources, it had no antecedent. With support, again, from
the Ford Foundation, McKean and Kershaw wrote several papers on “the possibilities of
making quantitative comparisons of education systems,” and argued “for more work to be
done toward estimating the ‘input-output relationships’ in education.32 Increasingly,
RAND’s ambitions were becoming larger than the canvas with which the Air Force
provided it to work.
The Pentagon and Beyond: Bringing Systems Analysis to Washington
[T]he tools of analysis that we use are the simplest, most fundamental concepts of
economic theory…most of us learned as sophomores. The reason Ph.D.’s are
required is that many economists do not believe what they have learned until they
have gone through graduate school and acquired a vested interest in marginal
analysis.
- Alain Enthoven (1963)
While RAND was using its small amount of unrestricted funding to explore water resources
and education, the vast majority of its work focused on problems of immediate interest to
the Air Force.33 Yet while the systems analyses led by the Economics Department were
seen internally as a great intellectual success, their findings had begun to challenge Air
Force priorities and doctrine—in particular, the viability of President Eisenhower’s
commitment to massive nuclear retaliation. RAND’s economists were pointing out
unpleasant truths, like that the entire U.S. capacity for such retaliation could be wiped out
with twenty well-placed Soviet warheads.34
The resultant tensions between RAND and the Air Force came at a time when RAND’s
systems analysts “continued to believe, indeed with increasing urgency, that their methods
and ideas deserved elevated influence in the national policy structure.”35 Alain Enthoven,
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the young star economist who had written the report about U.S. vulnerability to attack, got
“fed up” and left for a position in the Pentagon in early 1960.36 And around the same time,
RAND’s Economics Department hired a new star: Daniel Ellsberg, a Harvard graduate
student and junior member of the Society of Fellows. (Ellsberg would later, of course,
become known as the source of the Pentagon Papers.37)
Also at the same time, Senator John F. Kennedy was running his campaign for president. As
Chapter 2 noted, Kennedy actively solicited advice from academic experts. Ellsberg
connected some of his new colleagues with Deirdre Henderson, also a Harvard graduate
student, who was coordinating an academic advisory group for Kennedy.38 Seeing an
opportunity to bring their ideas to a larger stage, a key group of RANDites began to advise
the Kennedy presidential campaign, without the knowledge of their Air Force patrons.39
But even as RAND’s dissatisfaction with its Air Force patron was gradually building, the
organization continued to develop practical approaches for applying systems analytic
methods to military problems. The 1950s saw David Novick, who started in RAND’s
Economics Department then led the Cost Analysis Department after it spun off from
Economics, push for a new budgeting approach that would better integrate with systems
analysis.40 Novick’s “program budget” would begin not with categories of expenditure
(installations, aircraft, personnel, petroleum), but with goals, and then work backward to
their cost-effective achievement through budgeting. A program like the Strategic Air
Command, whose goals could be specified, might be broken down into the types of planes
that contributed to those goals (medium bombers, heavy bombers, reconnaissance,
fighters), and then specific costs could be worked out within those areas.41
The general idea of program budgeting—starting with program areas rather than
procurement categories—was not new. But the idea of starting with policy goals, using
systems analysis to compare the cost-effectiveness of different methods of reaching them,
and working backwards from there to make budgeting decisions based on the most costeffective way of achieving those goals, was. Novick made his recommendations in a
substantial 1954 report to the Air Force, which promptly ignored them.42
At the same time, Charles Hitch and Roland McKean were working on book that would
provide a clear, accessible argument for RAND-style “quantitative common sense” as
applied to national defense.43 The culmination of several years of effort, The Economics of
Defense in the Nuclear Age was published in 1960.44 Incorporating contributions from a
number of RAND economists, it was written not for economist colleagues, but for readers
not already inclined to think economically about government decisions:
Military problems are…economic problems in the efficient allocation and use
of resources….[E]conomics is not exclusively concerned with financial or
industrial activities, and it does not refer to scrimping, i.e., to reducing
expenditures no matter how important are the things to be bought. Rather,
economics is concerned with allocating resources—choosing doctrines,
equipment, techniques, and so on—so as to get the most out of available
resources. To economize in this sense may imply spending less on some
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things and more on others. But economizing always means trying to make
the most efficient use of the resources available. A major purpose of this
report is to show the usefulness of this way of looking at military problems.45
The Economics of Defense emphasized “program” thinking (in Novick’s sense), efficiency,
opportunity costs, choosing the right criteria, the challenges of incommensurables (e.g.
comparing lives with dollars), the problem of uncertainties, and the importance of discount
rates (an issue water resources policy had long been concerned with). In other words, it
was a synthesis of the best RAND, and the economics discipline, had to offer.46
When Kennedy was elected president that November, he quickly asked Robert McNamara
to serve as his secretary of defense. McNamara had just been appointed president of the
Ford Motor Company, the first person outside the Ford family to hold the position, in
recognition of his use of scientific methods of management to revolutionize the firm’s
operations.47 During the war, McNamara had worked in operations research himself, and it
was these techniques that he had applied so successfully at Ford.48 When he read The
Economics of Defense, its rational, quantitative approach resonated, and almost
immediately McNamara offered Hitch the job of assistant secretary of defense—
comptroller.49 As Enthoven later said of Hitch and McNamara’s initial meeting, “I’m told it
was love at first sight.”50
Hitch, eager for an opportunity to put his methods into action, accepted. His charge as
comptroller was “to design and implement a new, centralized budgeting system that soon
came to be called the Planning-Programming-Budgeting (PPB) system”—a massive task
that McNamara wanted ready to go in six months.51 Accomplishing this would mean
synthesizing Hitch and McKean’s economic approach to defense decisions with Novick’s
budgeting techniques.
To meet this ambitious goal, Hitch called upon his RAND colleagues. Alain Enthoven, who
had moved to the Department of Defense (DOD) the year before, quickly transferred in the
Comptroller’s Office.52 Henry Rowen, an author of the Air Bases Study that had helped
make economics central to systems analysis, became deputy assistant secretary for
international security affairs.53 And RAND’s economics and cost analysis departments (the
former now under the leadership of Joseph Kershaw, and the latter still headed by David
Novick) “establish[ed]…an office in Bethesda, Maryland, with fourteen staff members from
Santa Monica and ten new recruits.”54 Others were “loaned” from RAND to DOD; as
Kershaw wrote later that year, due to such loans “perhaps a dozen RAND people have had a
hand, and an important one, in many of the most important national security matters
before the nation.”55
Over the next couple of years, the RANDites worked overtime to integrate systems analysis
into the defense budgeting practice through PPBS, the Planning-Programming-Budgeting
System. PPBS started by “planning” the broad goals that the military was trying to achieve.
It then compared the cost-effectiveness of different packages of “programs” that might be
combined to reach them. Program packages were, in turn, broken down into program
elements, “outputs such as B-52 bombers, POLARIS systems, or Army airborne divisions,”
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which in turn consisted of “a bundle of integrated inputs…’a combination of equipment,
men, facilities, and supplies—whose effectiveness can, in some way, be related to national
security policy objectives.’”56 Finally, one “budgeted” for these basic elements in ways that
would allow the broad policy goals to be achieved in the most cost-effective manner
possible.
This would result in a Five Year Defense Plan that would efficiently use the nation’s
resources in pursuit of its military objectives.57 It reflected Hitch’s, and RAND’s, underlying
belief: “only by using the economist’s complex tools of analysis to judge the cost and
efficiency of each alternative course can military commanders choose the best solution.”58
PPBS encountered substantial resistance from career officers, especially given the
perceived “arrogance” of the “young professors” in charge of executing it.59 As one senior
officer put it, “I am profoundly apprehensive of the pipe-smoking, tree-full-of-owls type of
so-called professional ‘defense intellectuals’ who have been brought into this nation’s
capital.”60 It also centralized budget decisions in McNamara’s office, forcing military
branches to compete against each other on cost-effectiveness and reducing their strategic
autonomy.61 And it was criticized for the limitations of its methods, their opacity, their
disconnection from realities on the ground, and their potential for hiding political decisions
behind neutral-sounding numbers.62 Many in Congress also saw PPBS as a threatening
power grab by the executive branch.63
Yet McNamara stood firm behind Hitch and PPBS, and the general perception in
Washington was one of great success. Its implementers and fans wrote enthusiastic
accounts in venues from the American Economic Review to the Saturday Evening Post.64 And
it did not take long for others to begin looking with interest at these new, rational methods
for improving budgeting and policy decisionmaking while also increasing control. Even in
1954, David Novick had emphasized to the Air Force that “[t]he military is selected solely
for purposes of illustration. The systems analysis methodology is applicable to other areas
of governmental operations.”65 By 1962, he confidently—and accurately—predicted that
“[v]ariants of PPBS may be expected to be adopted by other Government agencies,” adding,
“As a matter of fact, some agencies have already indicated more than a cursory interest.”66
From DOD to BOB: Disseminating PPBS
In effect, [PPBS] was the vehicle chosen by the executive branch to bring economic
analysis into the budgetary and other allocative decisions with which is was
confronted.
- Robert Haveman (1976:235)
Economists had considerable voice within the Kennedy administration, with the Council of
Economic Advisers (CEA) having unprecedented influence, economists leading the Budget
Bureau (BOB), and McNamara’s Whiz Kids remaking the Defense Department. Yet despite
his greater skepticism of experts, it was under Lyndon Johnson that the economic thought
style most expanded its reach in the world of policy, and PPBS was the means through
which this took place.
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Kennedy’s Budget Bureau knew about PPBS, of course. David Bell, its director from 1961 to
1962, worked closely with McNamara to implement it at the Defense Department, and his
successor Kermit Gordon later emphasized that PPBS had influenced the Budget Bureau
“very much, very much!” even before it was rolled out more broadly:
[T]he success that McNamara had in the application of systematic analysis to
the problems of choice in the Defense budget were most impressive, and I
was well aware of them while I was running the Budget Bureau and
introduced, even as far back as 1963, an effort to press the agencies into a
more systematic and rigorous approach to the evaluation of the programs
they were running and an examination of the alternative strategies which
were available to them.67
But it was not until 1965, when Charles Schultze had replaced Gordon as budget director
(making him the third economist in a row to lead the office), that BOB officials made the
case to Johnson for a broader rollout of PPBS.
By that point, RAND economists had become well-represented among BOB leadership.
William Capron, who had spent five years at RAND and collaborated with Hitch before
joining the CEA staff, was appointed assistant director in 1964.68 Henry Rowen, coauthor of
the Air Bases Study, moved from Defense to take the other assistant director position in
January 1965.69 And when Capron followed Gordon to the Brookings Institution that
summer, Schultze replaced him with yet another RAND economist, Charles Zwick, to serve
in what Zwick later described as “almost a RAND chair.”70 Thus by 1965 three of the top
four positions at the Budget Bureau were held by economists, two of whom were alumni of
RAND.71
When Johnson tapped Joseph Califano, then a young lawyer serving as McNamara’s special
assistant, to serve as his top domestic adviser, it provided the perfect opportunity to move
things forward. As Califano described it, “[t]here was a happy coincidence of people. Harry
Rowen, who had been a PPBS man in the Pentagon, was an assistant budget
director….Charlie Schultze had just begun as budget director; he and I started within a few
weeks of each other with the same idea.”72
By the summer of 1965, when the decision took place, Johnson’s Great Society was well
underway. Antipoverty and civil rights legislation had been passed the previous year, the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act a few months before, Medicare and Medicare
were created that summer, and the Higher Education Act was in the pipeline. Yet at the
same time, the political mood was just beginning to shift, both in terms of budgetary
concerns as spending on Vietnam was ramping up, and of fears that the War on Poverty
was taking an undesirably radical turn.
The leaders of the Budget Bureau were appointed by a Democratic president. They were
not anti-government on principle. They believed it could and should be used to solve social
problems. But they were also concerned with cost and efficiency, both by virtue of their
institutional location as holders of the purse strings and, at least in the case of the
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economists, their professional training. And they were definitely not radicals. As Rowen
later told historian David Jardini, “I had really gotten quite upset about the Great Society
program….By then Charles Schultze had become budget director…and he was very
skeptical of a lot of this too. It wasn’t that I was the only one who thought that this
presented some real problems.”73 Califano, too, was “appalled by the ‘very unsystematic
and chaotic and anarchic’ state of management in the civilian agencies, particularly in
contrast with the [Office of the Secretary of Defense.”74
When Schultze and Rowen pitched PPBS to President Johnson, then, it was with several
purposes in mind: rationalization of budgetary decisions, centralization of budgetary
control, and counterweight to more radical tendencies in the War on Poverty. They
recommended each department develop a five-year plan with specific goals, and Califano
strongly endorsed the recommendation.75 On August 25, 1965, at a cabinet meeting
followed by a press conference, President Johnson ordered nearly all of the executive
branch to adopt PPBS, saying, “This system will improve our ability to control our
programs and our budgets rather than having them control us.”76
PPBS made quite a splash in the Washington bureaucracy, as it had five years earlier in the
Defense Department. It created, for example, an unlikely bestseller out of David Novick’s
new book Program Budgeting, with federal agencies ordering 5000 copies in the month
after PPBS was announced.77 According to one observer, it
probably caused as noisy a disturbance in Washington, its field offices, and
ultimately in state and local jurisdictions and foreign governments as any
administrative idea since performance budgeting twenty years earlier. There
were training courses galore to convert budgeteers (and many others) into
PPBSers, a plethora of new monographs, case studies, and texts, and many
new university courses and programs in pursuit of the new light.78
By the middle of 1968, the General Accounting Office (GAO) identified about 1000 fulltime-equivalent employees outside the Defense Department who were devoted to the
implementation and management of PPBS.79
Yet while it created a great deal of activity around its implementation, its use in most
agencies remained superficial, and the rational quantitative comparison of the most
effective means to achieve well-specified policy goals never became the guiding force for
agencies decisionmaking, for several reasons.
First, most agencies saw it as the power grab it was, and responded with successful footdragging rather than a sincere effort at implementation. Just as military brass recognized
that PPBS removed authority from them and placed it in McNamara’s office, the executive
agencies perceived PPBS as existing largely for the benefit of the Budget Bureau. But while
the bureaucratic hierarchy of the Defense Department limited internal efforts to resist
PPBS, BOB’s authority over the executive agencies was much more limited. Indeed, a 1968
study of the implementation of PPBS found that the agencies that agreed most strongly
with the statement that PPBS was implemented primarily to serve the Budget Bureau’s
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needs, not the agencies’, were among those that made the least progress in adopting the
method.80
Second, systems analytic thinking was in many ways even harder for non-Defense agencies,
with their ambiguous goals and lack of economic expertise, to adopt. The experience of the
U.S. Geological Survey was a common one: it
was handicapped by the lack of well-defined objectives which could readily
be translated into plans amenable to Planning-Programming analysis. The
agency was staffed, as well, by professional geologists and scientists without
experience in economics, quantitative analysis, or the related disciplines
needed for installing systems analysis.
In the three years that have elapsed since the Presidential directive, the
Geological Survey has not solved the very real problems involved in
implementing PPBS. Its most difficult problem has been the identification of
“output”, and measurement of that output’s value to the users. Without
estimates of the demands for the information produced by the Survey,
calculation of benefits from the present activities of the Survey and economic
comparison of these with alternative activities has been virtually
impossible.81
Finally, it quickly became clear to the agencies that despite the reams of analyses they were
dutifully producing and sending to BOB, PPBS was often window dressing for a more
political budgeting process going on behind the scenes. Congressional intervention created
a back channel for challenging decisions produced using PPBS, which further undermined
agencies’ sense that the exercise was useful or meaningful.82
In 1969, BOB and the GAO independently surveyed agencies about their implementation of
PPBS, and “[t]he scorecard was dismal.”83 While the GAO found that twenty of the twentyone agencies it examined had developed some kind of PPB framework as Johnson had
required, BOB identified only three domestic agencies that had made “substantial progress”
toward implementation.84 In 1971, President Richard Nixon quietly eliminated the
requirement for PPBS, and with the exception of the Defense Department, it quickly fell out
of use.85
On its own terms, PPBS was largely a failure. Though elements of its approach would be
integrated into later fads like zero-based budgeting and management by objectives, it was
never a real driver of budget decisions and it certainly did not rationalize the budgeting
process so that policymakers were choosing the most efficient means to achieve wellspecified ends. Yet the effort to implement PPBS would have enormous indirect impact in
disseminating an economic thought style throughout the federal government through two
distinct pathways: organizational change that would create beachheads for economic
reasoning first in the executive agencies and eventually in Congress, and the creation of a
new academic discipline of public policy that would train a future generation of
policymakers in the basic logic of economics.
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Policy Planning Offices and the Economic Thought Style
[The] most important effect [of PPBS] was the creation of an analytical staff at the
department level, which brought into the Secretary’s office a group of people who
were trained to think analytically and whose job it was to improve the process of
decisionmaking.
- Alice Rivlin (1971:5)
When President Johnson announced the adoption of PPBS in August 1965, he told his
cabinet heads, “[E]ach of you will need a Central Staff for Program and Policy Planning
accountable directly to you.”86 The months that followed saw departments scramble to find
staff who could implement the new and largely unfamiliar budgeting system. A few
agencies—NASA, the National Science Foundation, the Department of Labor—did this
without changing their organizational structure. Most, however, created some new kind of
office analogous to the Office of Systems Analysis Hitch and Enthoven had established at
DOD. Often, this office reported directly to a department secretary.87 Their names
contained words like “policy,” “planning,” “program,” or (especially a few years later)
“evaluation,” and they were frequently renamed; collectively, I will call them policy
planning offices (PPOs).88
Few people already working in the executive agencies held the relevant skills for
implementing PPBS, so department heads looked elsewhere for the new offices’ leadership.
In some cases, they turned directly to RAND. William Gorham, for example, had spent nine
years as an economist in RAND’s Cost Analysis Department before moving to Defense in
1962; he was now tapped to head the PPBS office at the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare.89 At the new Office of Economic Opportunity, which was leading the War on
Poverty, Joseph Kershaw was chosen for the analogous position.90 At RAND Kershaw had
helped Roland McKean apply systems analysis to education for the first time; when he
moved to Washington, he brought economist Robert Levine, an “old friend” and former
RAND colleague, along as his deputy.91 As Charles Zwick, RANDite and BOB director (1968
to 1969) noted, “you can see we had a certain amount of incest going on here at this point
in RAND.”92
Agencies that did not have the good fortune to hire a systems analyst trained at RAND,
however, typically turned to the next best thing: someone with graduate education in
economics, like William B. Ross at Housing and Urban Development or Howard Hjort at the
USDA.93 While these economists may not have been the “Whiz Kids” of RAND, they shared
an educational background that made the cost-effectiveness, choice-among-alternatives
approach of PPBS seem intuitive, as well as a skill set conducive to making such
comparisons.
The new offices varied in size, bureaucratic location, and degree of support from agency
leadership, as well as in effectiveness. A handful “ma[d]e substantial progress toward
implementing systematic planning and analysis” and had “staffs headed by individuals with
acknowledged analytic and managerial skills.”94 In others, “analysis…played a small role in
agency decision making because systematic planning efforts [were] fragmented by
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relatively strong bureaus and other disintegrative factors.”95 Where they were functional,
though, they introduced RAND’s system analytic approach to policy analysis to
environments where such thinking was quite foreign.
At the Department of Health, Education and Welfare (HEW), for example, William Gorham
hired three Harvard economics PhDs—including Alice Rivlin, who would go on to run the
Congressional Budget Office and the Office of Management and Budget—and a political
science PhD, and began working “to create a tradition of, if you will, scientific decisionmaking, which hadn’t been there at all”:
I interviewed in my office every single manager of every program of HEW.
And I had a series of very simple questions like, “What is your program trying
to do?” And it was amazing how few people had thought in those very simple
ways. And after he answered that question, I said, “Well, what is it that you
keep track of?” One of my memories: adult basic education, which was
basically teaching people to read; it was literacy training. He’d say, “Yes,
we're trying to train people to reach at least the sixth-grade level.” That’s a
clear objective. “Well, what is it that you measure?” “We measure
attendance.” Well, attendance isn’t measuring; I mean, that just says
somebody’s there. But that’s the kind of conversation it would be.96
By producing program analyses of specific areas, like “disease control,” his office tried “to
answer the question: if additional money were to be allocated to disease-control programs,
which programs would show the highest payoff in terms of lives saved and disability
prevented per dollar spent?”97 This was a radically different way for the department to
think about its activities, and Gorham’s office used it to advocate for particular programs:
“Look…you’ve got a screening program for uterine cancer. For every dollar you spend you
save this many lives. You also have a tuberculin program, in which you're not saving lives
any more; you’re far past the point where you’re saving lives. This is a much better way to
spend money.”98
When such efforts were successful, they were able to advance an economic thought style
about policy decisions within an agency. At the USDA, for example, this was not so difficult,
as the agency had a long tradition of economic expertise, and its Bureau of Agricultural
Economics had been “the most active and experienced agency in applying social science in
government planning” prior to the CEA.99 While the Bureau was broken up in the early
1950s, economists continued to be represented in the department in very significant
numbers.100 Howard Hjort had the strong support of secretary Orville Freeman, and even
the USDA budget office—often the group most threatened by the implementation of
PPBS—saw the new office as serving a useful function, with one budget official explaining,
“I have never seen a bureau which did not tend to defend its programs. Without an
independent evaluation at the Secretary’s office, no changes can be made. He needs an
independent and objective evaluation. Some central analytic staffs are very important.”101
Elsewhere, however, policy planning offices had more of an uphill battle. The Office of
Economic Opportunity (OEO), led by Kennedy’s brother-in-law, Sargent Shriver, had quite a
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different orientation than the USDA. While OEO, at the behest of Shriver’s good friend
McNamara, had created a PPO even before the Budget Bureau demanded it, by the time
Kershaw and Levine arrived to launch it, the Community Action Program had been placed
at the heart of the War on Poverty.102 Advocates of community action, who tended to come
from more activist backgrounds and had ties to disciplines like sociology and social work,
saw poverty as a community-level problem that must be addressed by providing political
voice to poor communities, not just money from above.103 But in the rapid expansion of the
OEO that took place in 1964 and 1965, community action funds were provided in slapshot
fashion, without the careful process of research and planning that had originally been
intended.104
By mid-1965, this was creating problems for the Johnson administration, as the funds
provided to give the poor political voice were being used by them to challenge city
governments and urban Democratic political machines all over the country.105 Thus when
Kershaw and Levine arrived that summer, they were expected to use PPBS not just to
improve the budgeting process, but to rein in the excesses of the War on Poverty.106 Their
office’s first five-year plan, produced a few months later, set two goals: bringing all
Americans above the new income-based poverty line by 1976, and “mak[ing] permanent
changes in those social and economic factors that limit poor people’s access to
opportunity.”107 The most efficient paths to doing this, they suggested, involved job training
and public employment, turning Community Action into a social-service program, and a
negative income tax.108
What was missing from this proposal, of course, was any discussion of the other goals of
community action. As Levine said later, “the economists of the planning division did not
argue against the political power and community organization dicta of Shriver’s social
theorists…they didn’t understand the concepts and ignored them….[O]rganization of the
poor was not readily assimilable into the model.”109 William Cannon, an architect of the
War on Poverty whose academic background was in political science, noted,
Mr. Levine has broader sympathies. He even espouses a form of community
action. But the point is still that the discipline of economics gets in the way.
He gives community action lower priority and diluted functions vis-à-vis the
economic elements (income maintenance, jobs) in his mix. He does not
analyze the concept of community, a striking inconsistency in terms of his
tendency to be clear on other concepts.110
As influence of the systems analysts increased relative to that of the “social theorists,” the
economic conception of poverty as primarily reflecting an individual lack of income due to
inadequate human capital, not community or cultural problems, and economic ideas about
how to solve it—particularly through a negative income tax—gained currency. Those of
community action, by contrast, faded into the background.111 PPBS became a tool for
limiting the influence of approaches that came into conflict with economic reasoning.
The PPOs of HEW, USDA, and OEO were among the most successful at implementing PPBS
in their respective agencies. But even when PPOs were less successful at their explicit
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purpose of introducing systems analysis into agency budgeting processes, they often
created a lasting foothold for economic reasoning in their departments. The Department of
Labor, for example, created a PPO, but it did not report to a high-level official and resided
on the ineffectual end of the PPBS spectrum.112 In 1969, though, when economist George
Shultz became secretary of labor, he created an Assistant Secretary for Policy, Evaluation,
and Research (ASPER) and prioritized increasing the department’s analytic capacity.113
During the early 1970s, academic economists Orley Ashenfelter, George Johnson, Frank
Stafford, Alan Gustman, and Daniel Hamermesh all served in leadership roles at ASPER, and
the office would become a prominent player in intragovernmental debates about the effects
of welfare policy.114
PPOs at the Antitrust Division, Federal Trade Commission, Department of Interior (DOI),
and Federal Communications Commission served similar roles in “seeding” the economic
thought style in ways that would have payoffs a decade or two later.115 As an economist
who directed Interior’s PPO later wrote, the office “has been an advocate not so much of
specific solutions as of a broader way of thinking and an overall outlook on the
world….This outlook, derived in significant part from economics, is often at odds with other
ways of thinking that are well represented in the DOI policy-making process.”116 The
Antitrust Division and Federal Trade Commission would dramatically expand their
capacity for economic analysis in the 1970s, and the FTC’s PPO would successfully advocate
for auctions of the telecommunications spectrum in the 1980s.117
Making PPOs a standard part of federal agencies also created a new expectation that
agencies should include such offices, an expectation that lasted even after PPBS was
abolished. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), for example, was established in the
waning days of PPBS, but nevertheless created an Office of Planning and Evaluation to
analyze EPA activities; that office would play an important role in advancing cost-benefit
analysis of environmental regulation as well as developing the prototype for emissions
trading.118
Similarly, when HEW’s Office of Education became a standalone department in 1979, it
took its Office of Program Planning and Evaluation with it, despite the fact that PPBS was
becoming a distant memory.119 As economist Robert Haveman observed in 1976, PPBS had
“clearly altered both the organization and operation of the federal government. Most
executive agencies now have distinct offices—some headed by an assistant secretary—
devoted to policy research and program evaluation. In most cases, the role these offices
play in the agency planning and budgeting process is not trivial.”120
The offices that PPBS created were intended to be politically neutral—technocratic means
of identifying the most efficient and effective ways to achieve policy goals that were set by
elected officials. But they had at least two kinds of political effects. First, they would
repeatedly encourage agencies to bracket out policy goals that were difficult to quantify or
otherwise incompatible with an economic perspective.
Second, in practice they tended to favor technocratic centrist—what we might call
“neoliberal”—positions. As such, even under Democratic administrations they were often
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unfriendly to arguments from the left about community, rights, power, and other difficultto-measure concepts, and did their best to serve as, in Charles Schultze’s memorable
phrase, “partisan efficiency advocates.”121 When conservatives were in power, by contrast,
PPOs experienced a mixed bag. Where they were seen as ways to justify government action,
they were often cut; one of OEO’s policy analysts later wrote a book calling Reagan’s the
“anti-analytic presidency.”122 Yet at other times conservative administrations leveraged
them successfully to rein in agencies that were more liberal by comparison, or to recast
agency goals along narrower economic lines.123 But regardless of what kind of
administration was in power, or how they were used in support of political goals, their
political impact was greater than many of their advocates might have liked to admit.
From PPBS to Public Policy Programs
[T]he present “movement” [to create public policy programs] can be traced back to
the Rand experience and, more specifically, to the application of economic theory
and systems analysis to governmental problems. As such, the new policy programs
reflected the same concerns that were manifest in program planning and budgeting
systems: chiefly, how to make public decisions rigorously and analytically on the
basis of systematic quantitative evidence.
- Joel Fleishman, as paraphrased by Douglas Yates (1977:364)
When PPBS moved out of the Defense Department and into the entire executive branch, it
quickly became clear that the skills required to implement it were in short supply. While
President Johnson told his cabinet members they would need a program planning staff, he
couldn’t provide staffers who knew how to conduct a systems analysis, or were
comfortable with cost-benefit thinking. It quickly became clear to the Budget Bureau that
ordinary government employees with no particular background in economics, operations
research, or systems analysis would need to be brought up to speed.
The BOB staff charged with implementing PPBS began making plans for how to train these
neophytes almost immediately. Within five months, they had begun planning a range of
courses ranging from two-day seminars for these who merely needed familiarity with basic
PPBS concepts, to a nine-month residential program for midcareer staffers who wanted
serious training in policy analysis.124 Within a year, 2,000 government managers had taken
the short class; another 300 had undergone a three-week training at the University of
Maryland, Harvard Business School, or the Naval Postgraduate School; and some eighty
students were beginning an academic-year program at one of seven universities across the
country.125
While the two-day seminars were necessarily superficial, the three-week course had
slightly more ambitious goals: not only to introduce PPBS, but “to provide the student with
a grasp of the underlying economic base of program budgeting,” and “to introduce the
student to quantitative approaches to management planning and control, and improve his
ability to communicate intelligently with quantitative analysts.”126 By mid-1968, nearly
1,100 people had enrolled.127 Many reported that learning “economic concepts” had had
the “greatest professional benefit,” and large majorities agreed those economic concepts
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had influenced their thinking about government programs in terms of outputs, cost,
objectives, and, especially, alternatives.128
But while it reached the fewest people, it was the academic year program that had the
greatest long-run impact: less because of who it trained, than what it led to. The “MidCareer Educational Program in Systematic Analysis” (EPSA) was initially held at Carnegie
Tech (soon to become Carnegie Mellon), Chicago, Harvard, Maryland, Princeton, Stanford,
and Wisconsin.129 While each university proposed its own course of study, they shared a
similar core: “mathematics (either as a prerequisite or as part of the curriculum),
macroeconomics, microeconomics, public expenditure theory, and a workshop in benefitcost and systems analysis.”130
EPSA was not especially successful as a program for teaching government employees to
become systems analysts. The executive agencies (who had to pay for employees to attend)
had to be strong-armed into participating.131 Some universities were disappointed with the
quality of students.132 And students sometimes felt like an afterthought at universities
focused on other priorities.133 A BOB-commissioned report was critical of what students
actually learned: “At most of the participating schools, EPSA is Masters-level education in
Economics, with a heavy dosage of econometrics,” but “excessive reliance on economic
skills robs PPB of its utility for public decision makers.”134
But that same report pointed to the future, arguing, “We must coin a new discipline.”135
“For PPB,” it went on, “we need a new kind of curriculum—‘public expenditure decision
making’—which would borrow from economics, systems analysis, computer sciences,
public and business administration, and other fields. Its focus would be the public market
as a mechanism for allocating public resources.”136 In this new discipline, “economics must
have the leading position,” but “[m]any other disciplines must be brought to bear.”137
There was, of course, an applied discipline of government already in existence: public
administration. The first public administration programs were founded in the nineteenth
century, and the field’s professional association was established in 1939.138 Yet public
administration, while well-established, taught a very different set of skills. Programs were
management-focused, and intentionally avoided questions of what policy should be, or of
its efficacy, in favor of “training neutrally competent personnel.”139
Many were critical of public administration for lacking a “clear conceptual identity” or even
a coherent curriculum; a mid-1970s survey found “little consistency in core course
requirements and (that) several programs have no core requirement at all.”140 Fans of
RAND-style policy analysis called public administration’s “low in quality and academic
prestige,” and called its “courses short on sophistication, lacking theory of any power,
devoid of quantitative analysis or, indeed, rigorous analysis of any kind, generally
unconcerned about costs and rarely weighing them against benefits, and always fearful of
dealing with policy.”141 As RAND economist Burton Klein told the field’s professional
association in 1967, “of one thing I am fairly certain. If public administration is ever to get
to grips with the problem, it will have to be by…substituting an entirely new line of
thinking essentially based on the insights that lawyers and economists have gained.”142
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The implementation of PPBS “was instantly perceived by alert academics in key institutions
as a potential market for universities to supply with graduates, a market likely to grow
even larger. Moreover, it was a market for a fairly well-defined product—persons trained
to do analyses like those done at RAND!”143 Between 1967 and 1972 about a dozen new
academic programs were rolled out, primarily at elite institutions, to meet this perceived
need—not in the suspect discipline of public administration, but in an entirely new field:
public policy.144
The emergence of these new programs was not the result of an organized project. As one
founder said, their creation “all seemed to happen at once, apparently without any
prearranged effort.”145 There was, however, “some exchange of ideas among the
principals…[p]artly through various associations with the RAND Corporation.”146 Indeed, a
proposal for what would become the University of Michigan’s school of public policy was
published as a RAND discussion paper in 1968.147
Some of the new programs were at institutions (Harvard, Michigan, Minnesota) that
already had schools of public administration, while others (Berkeley, Carnegie Tech, Duke)
did not. A couple (Harvard, Carnegie Tech) had also been EPSA participants, but most were
not. One (RAND’s Pardee School of Public Policy, founded by Henry Rowen shortly after he
left BOB) was an entirely new school.148
Collectively, though, they shared an intellectual sensibility, and a fairly unified curriculum,
“emphasiz[ing] analytical/statistical techniques and macro/micro economics,” that
overlapped heavily with the mix of courses included in the nine-month EPSA program.149
As one dean later recalled, “foremost…was microeconomics, the intellectual source of the
optimization techniques introduced with such apparent success into Robert McNamara’s
Defense Department….Macroeconomics was also included in some of the policy programs.
Next came pieces of statistics, packaged as ‘quantitative analysis.’ To these were typically
added some elements of operations research and decision analysis.”150 Another said that
the new programs focused on “the following tools: cost/benefit analysis, micro-economic
theory, decision analysis, the use of statistics, and political and organizational analysis.”151
That is, public policy programs were producing “RAND lite.” Some early promoters even
pointed to RAND’s air bases study “as the implicit model of the kind of analysis graduates
should be capable of doing and, perhaps, as a model of the process of policy making and
implementation desirable for government.”152 As one founder, a lawyer by training, noted
in 1975, “[m]ost of the programs were founded and developed by economists or political
scientists, many with experience in government, who worked closely with other social
scientists, such as statisticians and operations researchers. But, on balance, economic
analysis was the dominant mode of thinking in the programs.”153
Government demand for analysts helped these programs find rapid success. But they were
also facilitated by foundation support, and particularly the Ford Foundation’s catalyzing
role. Just as Ford had helped drive the reform of business schools, pushing them in a more
economic and quantitative direction, a few years before, it now “decided to focus on
‘helping establish or strengthen first-class programs of advanced, professional training for
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young people aimed at public service.’”154 “Over the following five years,” Ford “provided
multi-million-dollar general support grants to eight grantee programs in public policy”: at
Berkeley, Carnegie Mellon, Harvard, Texas, Stanford, Duke, Michigan, and RAND, funding
that continued even after the general support grants ended.
During the 1970s, the new discipline underwent “a period of exponential growth,”
establishing its own journals and professional associations.155 By 1976, more than 100
universities offered degrees in “policy studies,” and in the 1980s the Association for Public
Policy Analysis and Management found that 150 schools had moved at least to labeling
their programs as “public policy”.156 By 1990, one program founder observed that about a
thousand new Masters of Public Policy (MPP) were being produced each year—roughly the
same number as economics PhDs.157
And they were producing a new breed of analyst: not economists, but comfortable with an
economic thought style; focused on choice among alternatives, cost-effectiveness, and
quantitative analysis—but paying greater attention to the political and organizational
aspects of policy than the original systems analysts. These holders of the new MPP degree
had “little difficulty finding places in the governmental system.”158 “It turns out,” a Stanford
professor noted in 1975, “that demand for these skills [analysis, evaluation, and
assessment] exists disproportionately in the ‘central analytical staffs’ of the federal
government: the Defense Department, the Office of Management and Budget, and HEW”—
that is, the policy planning offices.159
The creation of schools to produce policy analysts also gave those schools an interest in
encouraging the use of policy analysis. Graham Allison, dean of the Harvard’s Kennedy
School from 1977 to 1989, noted that the schools “champion[ed] the role of powerful staff
offices in government agencies which hired individuals who could perform these tasks [of
technical analysis of public policies], and would allow them to become influential in public
policy making and implementation.”160
And while demand for analysis would decline during the 1980s, at least within the
executive branch, by the end of the decade MPPs had become part of the fabric of
Washington:
[T]hey are, of course, legion in the Office of Management and Budget, as well
as in the various policy analysis and program evaluation sections in the
departments, commissions, and offices. Many of them, however, are in line
positions in substantive program areas throughout the executive branch, and
some are serving in important staff positions with individual members of
Congress and congressional committees, as well as in the Congressional
Budget Office.161
This
cumulation of so many persons using the same language, so to speak, has
inevitably changed the character of public discourse on many issues….By
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proliferating policy-analysis-based groups of individuals—who know and
respect the rules and language of the same framework of reasoning and
evidence—in the executive branch, in the Congress, among contending
interest groups, within the academic and think-tank communities, as well as
in the world of journalism, policy analysis has created a common ground for
public discourse.162
That common ground was not economics in the sense faculty in economics departments
might think of it. But it reflected an economic thought style: one focused on costs and
benefits, efficiency, incentives, and choice within constraints. And the ongoing prominence
of economics PhDs among policy school faculty would ensure that even as the economics
discipline continued to evolve, policy schools would evolve along with it. The knowledge
imparted by policy schools would not remain static. But it would, over the long haul,
remain tied to the economics discipline.
Analysis Begets Analysis: From the Executive to the Legislative
“Fifteen years ago if you came up with an idea that you needed an economist at GAO,
people probably would have looked at you like you were crazy.”
- Robert F. Keller, General Counsel of the General Accounting Office, 1979163
Executive agencies created PPOs to meet the demands of PPBS, and universities created
public policy programs to produce graduates with the training to staff them. But while
many agencies were reluctant to embrace systems analysis, a growing number began to
realize that the numbers PPOs produced could be used not only by the Budget Bureau as a
tool for control, but by themselves as a tool for self-defense.164 The competitive dynamic
that resulted from this, in which offices expanded their capacity for policy analysis in order
to defend themselves from other offices wielding competing numbers, led to the growth
and spread of analytic offices over the next fifteen years, not only within the executive
branch but in Congress as well. This did not lead to rationalized decisionmaking, but did
disseminate the economic thought style into new locations.
This dynamic could unfold in several ways. At times, the battle of the analysts took place
within a single government agency. At HEW, for example, the Office of the Assistant
Secretary for Planning and Evaluation (ASPE) was not the agency’s only analytic office.165 A
competitor, the Office of Program Planning and Evaluation (OPPE), was located specifically
within the Office of Education. Though OPPE, like ASPE, was led by an economist, the two
offices had conflicting interests.166 While ASPE wanted to gather “information that could
reform federal decisionmaking or local educational practices,” OPPE “needed data not to
reform the Title I [of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965] program but to
defend it.”167
This led the two offices to competing, and often contentious, efforts to evaluate Title I
programs, which provided funds to schools enrolling many low-income students. ASPE
wanted a cost-benefit approach, but struggled to identify inputs, outputs, and even the
appropriate population to study.168 OPPE set out to measure changes in test scores, but
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when that proved difficult, switched to case studies of exemplary projects.169 ASPE
objected; cherry-picked case studies were not its idea of a proper analysis, and OPPE’s
director later described them as being conducted “over Alice Rivlin’s dead body” (Rivlin
had by then replaced William Gorham as assistant secretary for planning and
evaluation).170 By 1972, more than $52 million had been spent on evaluation of Title I, but
as one Office of Education evaluator confessed, evaluation had been “prostituted to such an
extent now that it can’t possibly have an impact…because everyone knows it is just fun and
games.”171
More commonly, the analytic arms race took place across agencies, not within them. A few
years later, during the Carter-era debate over welfare reform, ASPE found itself in a similar
competition with ASPER, its counterpart at the Department of Labor. While HEW favored a
negative income tax approach to welfare policy, Labor preferred a jobs program.172 ASPE
had been developing computer models to simulate the effects of welfare policy changes
since the 1960s, and had considerable capacity to analyze the potential effects of reform
proposals.173 ASPER lacked such a capacity, but now beefed up its resources and began to
develop its own microsimulation model as a way to counter ASPE’s position.174
Unsurprisingly, while ASPE’s model suggested a jobs program would cost more than cash
assistance, ASPER’s said just the reverse.175 The competition failed to provide decisive
knowledge about the effects of policy decisions, but did strengthen the role of policy
analysis at Labor.
But the expansion of analysis was not only a phenomenon of the executive branch: it also
begat legislative-branch analysis. Indeed, by the end of the Reagan era, which saw the
analytic capacity of the executive cut and much of its work contracted to outside
organizations, Congress had arguably become the branch with the greatest analytic
resources.
At the outset, though, Congress resisted analysis. Senators and representatives saw
McNamara’s introduction of PPBS, reasonably enough, as an attempt to increase his
influence over budget decisions at the expense of their own. Their anger was intensified
when McNamara declined to share key reports of the Office of Systems Analysis, arguing
that they were privileged recommendations for the president alone.176 By 1967, the Senate
Subcommittee on Security and International Operations had launched a series of hearings
challenging DOD’s use of PPBS.177
This skepticism continued as PPBS was rolled out more broadly. As political scienctist
Richard Fenno observed,
Basically, [PPBS] is an ambitious effort to structure the content of executivelegislative conversation….Obviously, the form of the budget determines what
the conversation will be about. And, he who determines what executivelegislative appropriations conversations will be about has an enormous
intellectual advantage….This, from the congressional perspective, is what
PPBS is all about.178
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Congress reacted partly by trying to limit appropriations for executive-branch policy
analysis, but also by beginning—very slowly at first—to develop its own capacity for
analysis.179
The General Accounting Office (GAO), an office of Congress dating back to 1921, was the
first site of this shift. In the decades after World War II the GAO was, as its name suggested,
actually an office of accountants, who audited the books of government agencies and
served as consultants for their accounting needs.180 But in 1966, President Johnson
appointed Elmer B. Staats to the fifteen-year term of Comptroller General, which made him
head of the GAO. Staats came from the Budget Bureau, where as deputy director he had
helped Schultze implement PPBS.181 Staats’ PhD was in political economy, and he was not a
neoclassical economist. But he was friendly to using PPBS and related techniques to help
“top decisionmakers to visualize the full implications of alternative courses of action.”182
Under Staats’ leadership, Congress began to use the GAO as its own source of policy
analysis and evaluation in the late 1960s.183 Congress first requested a major study of the
effectiveness of the poverty program, and other significant evaluations followed. 184 In
1970, Congress formally authorized the GAO to conduct cost-benefit studies of government
programs, and further expanded its responsibilities in 1974.185 This shift brought with it a
diversification of expertise. While in 1968 96% of GAO’s professional staff were
accountants, and the rest lawyers, that year the organization hired its first professionals
from other fields: eleven management analysts, nine mathematicians, six economists, two
statisticians, and one engineer.186 By 1977 only 64% of GAO professionals were
accountants or lawyers.187
The GAO was a large organization and never became economist-dominated. But it did
become much friendlier to an economic thought style, particularly in its new focus on costeffectiveness. The old guard was accounting-driven, investigative, and fact-focused; this
differentiated them from the newcomers, who were “social scientists educated in public
administration or economics and trained as policy specialists.”188 As one GAO accountant
reflected on this difference, “When I worked with an economist, I found that we thought on
different wavelengths.”189
Nor was the GAO the only Congressional office that moved in an analytic direction in this
period. In 1970 the Legislative Research Service, which conducted research for individual
members of Congress, was renamed the Congressional Research Service (CRS) and given
“new responsibility to provide policy analysis.” And in 1972, Congress created the Office of
Technology Assessment (OTA), meant to analyze the effects of technological change.190
Neither CRS nor the OTA, however, had a particularly orientation toward economics. The
Congressional Budget Office (CBO), by contrast, would become a key site for reproducing
the economic thought style in Congress, as well as for tying together academic economics
and the world of policy.
The CBO was a product of intense budget conflicts between Congress and President Nixon,
as Nixon impounded (i.e., refused to disperse) funds authorized by Congress for the
executive agencies in the early 1970s.191 Among other responses to this infringement on its
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authority, Congress created the CBO in 1974 as a means of “asserting its independence and
ensuring that it would no longer be beholden to reports and data produced at the pleasure
of the president.”192
The exact responsibilities of the new organization were left quite vague, however, and
while the House of Representatives saw the CBO as an organization that would simply
produce cost estimates of proposed legislation, the Senate imagined something with a
broader and more analytic capacity.193 This initial “contest between two professional
orientations, the budgeteer’s and the economist’s,” played out in a protracted debate over
who would be appointed as the organization’s first director.194 The House’s candidate was
Phillip “Sam” Hughes, a “public administration type” who believed “that economic
analysis…was very useful but [whose] professional history and biases centered around
budgeting.”195 The Senate, by contrast, wanted economist Alice Rivlin, who had led HEW’s
policy planning office, written a whole book on systems analysis, and who “envisioned
CBO…as [an institution] that would help frame difficult policy choices by providing analysis
of the budget implications of various program and policy options”—that is, that would
conduct something like systems analysis for Congress.196
The Senate won, and under Rivlin’s leadership the CBO became an organization that not
only provided cost estimates of legislation, but that would have the autonomy to conduct
economic analysis of the likely effects of policy options not currently on the table,
“generally helping Congress to become more aware of existing alternatives and their
tradeoffs.”197
To carry out this mission, Rivlin hired four PhD economists into key positions in the new
organization, one of whom was a RANDite and two of whom had PPO experience.198 Within
six months, CBO had grown from two employees to 193, and “divisions were staffed, in
large part, with PhD economists, reflecting Rivlin’s view of the mission of the
organization.”199 In addition to producing “scores” of legislation, the office launched the
annual volume Budget Options, which provided estimates of the “economic and social
impacts associated with various options to reduce the deficit….rang[ing] from the relatively
small effects of replacing the dollar bill with a dollar coin to major proposals to means-test
entitlement programs such as social security.”200
The organization also staked a claim to an expansive interpretation of its mandate by
analyzing Carter’s energy plan, even though there was no bill on the table that needed to be
scored. Its critical analysis made it clear that CBO would have a broad role as an
independent source of budgetary information of Congress, and that it would be willing to
challenge the numbers being put out by whatever administration was in power.201 By
producing such analyses, CBO helped not only establish its own autonomy and
professionalism, but define the range of possibilities that were seen as within the space of
legitimate consideration.
As the CBO settled into what would become its lasting form, the assumption that economics
was the most appropriate form of expertise for its employees to have took lasting hold, and
the eight directors who have followed Rivlin have, with one exception, all held PhDs in
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economics.202 And not only did the CBO become “centered on the economist,” but it created
direct ties with the academic discipline.203 Rivlin immediately established a bipartisan
Panel of Economic Advisers to the organization, which included highly visible economists
like Joe Pechman, Alan Greenspan, Barbara Bergman, Paul Samuelson, Lawrence Klein,
Walter Heller, James Tobin, Albert Rees, Herbert Stein, and Robert Solow.204 This both
“provided a network for securing competent staff” and “helped to make certain that CBO
staff feel that they are not dropping out of the economics world when they come to the
Congressional Budget Office.205
These close linkages between the discipline of economics and the CBO produced an
organization with an allegiance to profession over politics—in part because staffers’
“education and experience—and many of whose future careers—are not in Congress but in
professional groups in executive agencies of the government or in research institutions,
policy analysis staffs, or universities.”206 Yet that profession, guided by its own norms and
assumptions, would have a voice in the halls of power that had no real equivalent in other
disciplines, and would go on to shape policy conversations in lasting ways.
The Success of Failure: PPBS and the Growth of an Analytic Infrastructure
The 1960s saw an intellectual community grounded in economic reasoning and tied closely
to the economics discipline move into and around Washington. Starting in the Defense
Department and then spreading across the executive branch, these systems analysts
brought a new approach to answering a very old question, “How should we make
government decisions?” They did this, in practice, by advocating for the PlanningProgramming-Budgeting System—a budgeting method that encouraged policymakers to
clearly quantify the goals of policy and compare potential pathways to reaching them in
terms of their relative cost-effectiveness—as a means to improve decision-making.
These economists were not, collectively, right-wing or strongly laissez-faire. Though they
were typically not from the most liberal wing of the Democratic party, they served a
Democratic administration and were generally optimistic about the capacity of government
to solve social problems. As they saw it, PPBS, and systems analysis, were tools for
improving government decision-making, not a rejection of its necessity.
Yet although President Johnson threw his support behind PPBS and required executive
agencies to use it, PPBS was a failure at its stated goal of rationalizing the budget process so
as to encourage forward-looking, systematic comparison of alternative means to achieve
well-defined ends. Most agencies never fully implemented it, it was never a real driver of
budget decisions, and no agency besides the Defense Department continued to use it much
past 1970.
But its long-term effects in expanding use of the economic thought style—calculative,
efficiency-focused, choice-within-constraint—were considerable. PPBS created new and
lasting organizational footholds for economists and economic reasoning, most immediately
through policy planning offices but indirectly in Congress as well. And it directly stimulated
the creation of the academic discipline of public policy, grounded in microeconomics, which
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would train future generations of policy analysts to think, at least a little, like an economist.
In the years that followed the intellectual effects of PPBS could be seen across both social
policy and regulatory domains. And the durable ties it created between Washington and
the economics discipline would pay dividends as future economists, with different sorts of
ideas, would find established organizational bases from which they could advocate.
It was not only through systems analysts that the economic thought style made forward
strides in policymaking, however. Another group of economists would also come to
Washington in these years, bringing their own answers to a different question, “How
should we govern markets?” Though the two groups occasionally overlapped, and in the
years that followed their paths frequently crossed, they came from a different intellectual
location and entered through a distinct set of pathways. It is to this second community, the
industrial organization economists, that we turn next.
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